Abstract
Introduction
The Albanian banking system has been developed on completely commercial principles as long as it deemed reasonable and necessary for the parties of interests. Already the entire banking philosophy has evolved initiating from the communication lines, targets, products, services, etc and finalizing with the performance standards. But the question remains whether the evolution of the a/m banking system is still ethical?
Thus, in this paper is explored the commercial dimension of the international banking group's affiliates pertaining to the Albanian banking system from a different point of view: the ethical one. The research based on 250 (good performing and no) borrowers with more than one credit line used for business and retail purposes (randomly selected from the Credit Registry) in different banks, as they are obligated to use more frequently the banking services. The findings argued on unethical actions especially related to loan proposal process and their impact on credit rating under the national unified standard (NUS).
Data Collection Methodology
This research analyzed the qualitative and quantitative data collected directly from the 250 (standard and no) borrowers. An apposite questionnaire was developed to reveal and understand the real Albanian banking system business ethical issues and delivered to the mentioned customers via e-mail (by making clear data usage and the anonymity preservation). The responses were compared with the respective banks credit policies as well as were analysed by using SPSS-16 version in terms of validity and reliability.
The a/m questionnaire was organised in two parts. The first part refers to the individuals or self-employed borrowers (retail business) while the second one refers to the businesses borrowers by containing qualitative and quantitative questions regarding loan application, appraisal, and proposal process. In any case, they were asked to mark the level of ethics in each evaluation cell on a 5-point scale.
Research Results
The research results have shown that borrowers aren't fully satisfied in terms of credit granting ethics from second level banks even why they act on important international banking groups' names. Particularly the keenest problematic appears the loan proposal process. Furthermore by using the same data it was studied the relation that exists between the top three ethical issues revealed in the loan proposal process and credit rating under national unified standard (NUS).
The ethical issues of lending process
Currently lending process in the Albanian banking system is bureaucratic, thus, a lots of time and expenses are need to pass from loan application process to the proposal one. By this way, it involves many people and systems especially focused in loan appraisal process. Through the latter, banks take important decisions and responsibilities above the trust investment by also investing trust on investors/borrowers. Although these relations are based on mutual trust they reflect ethical issues inside. In our case revealed that the major part of ethical issues derived from loan appraisal process are transmitted to the proposal one. But once the first bears the bank's risk strategies and conservatism the ethical issues should be accepted to some extend.... But they become worrying when are transmitted to the second one by hampering the interested parties to accomplish their missions. Logically, the ethical issues lead to borrower's dissatisfaction, by causing lending reduction and impact on the overall loan portfolio performance.
The following results show that the non-performing borrowers are more sceptics regarding the loan appraisal and ultimately to the proposal process. Cash collateralized loans do not imply special rates 48,4% Personal and housing loans request a second guarantor 47,6% Guarantors are requested even with lower revenues than the loan applicants 46,4% Grace period is rarely accepted 43,6% The bankers do not consult less expensive solutions in case of financial difficulties 39,2% Credit grant can be provided by good relations with bankers 34% Lack of funds noticed 32% Bailiff practices are abusive 31,2% Notifications send in delay 26% Guarantors aren't informed for the respective consequences 21,60% Extra-revenues generated 14% Official and confidential balances sheets are requested for the evaluation of loan proposal 12,80%
Source: Research results

Lending activity in Albania during 2012
Albanian economy is still fragile even it has marked a slow growth mostly thanks of lending, and for this reason is requested a continuous support from the national banking system. Generally the statistics show that more liquidity is needed for a short-term period (followed from long and mid-term loans) from Government sector, businesses (small, medium and corporate) as well as individuals. The business target group request these funds for working capital, MCSER Publishing Rome-Italy Vol 4 No 9 October 2013 overdrafts, especially in All, Usd and Euro, should be mentioned that lending in other currencies is almost insignificant. Whereas retail target group use the funds for the purchase of durable / non-durable goods, overdrafts provided in the currencies All, Usd and Euro what explains the outcome of our questionnaire regarding the lending in other currencies. Therefore inevitably, can be argued that bankers by pursuing the bank's strategy influence on the selection of loan product as evidenced from our questionnaire.
The mid and long term loans instead are used from the business to enable investments in machineries and appliances, real estate, etc. while retail prefer the mid and term loans for real estate and entrepreneurship investment purposes.
Worth to light that retail loans weighted interest rates in same foreign currencies (ALL,USD) and products are higher than the businesses loans (see Table. 2&3) excluding the real estate's loans which support the construction business. The latter, is largely developed the last 10 years and applies sales only in Euro currency.
By all means, the loans in the foreign currencies USD and EURO are more used (as can be noticed in Table. 4). Again our questionnaire results can be confirmed. However, this constitute an unethical behaviour, retail loans in the Albanian banking system portfolio's are more numerous than the business loans and perform even better than the latter. It shouldn't be forgotten that retail business is crucial for the Albanian economy and sensitive considering the circumstances under which it operates, exactly for these reasons it should be continuously promoted and not hindered. Therefore, Albanian banking system should accurately reflect the a/m results consequences..... Source: Albanian Association of Banks
In accordance with the mentioned lending interest rates the new loan's structure as per year 2012 is reflected as following: Table. 4. New loan's structure during 2012
Source: Albanian Association of Banks
Beyond the ethical issues revealed in the Albanian banking system, during the year 2012 the lending activity is shrunk (see Table. 5&6), as result of three main causes: 1. Neighbourhood crises (Italian and Greek). The foreign direct investments and trade relations with these countries are vital for the Albanian economy by representing the main contributors to the country GDP growth rate in previous years without skipping the impact of remittances from the albanian workers. 2. The increase of non-performing loan rates (as per the a/m reasons the business and individuals were unable to respond to the financial commitments on time). 3. The conservative measures undertaken from the Albanian banking system pertaining to the lending criteria by being focused especially on collection process. The banks have reasonable seen to lend in foreign currencies in short-term and reduce the lending in mid-long term.
Table. 6. Local Currency Lending Trend during 2012
Source: Albanian Association of Banks
The opposite is noticed in local currency lending, short and long term lending is increased while mid term lending is decreased.
Loans portfolio performance analysis during 2012
As foreseen, despite the mentioned troubles Albanian banking system has continued to extend the granting activity although in a more conservative way by giving priority to the sectors that haven't posed repayment problems. The outstanding loans figures by the end of 2012 are presented in Table. 7. 
The analysis of loan portfolio quality during 2012
The credit rating to portfolio outstanding has deteriorated by becoming worrying, compared with the previous year results. Currently, standard loans to portfolio outstanding ratio is estimated 65.3% , special mentioned loans to portfolio outstanding ratio is estimated 8% , substandard loans to portfolio outstanding ratio is estimated 9.9%, doubtful loans to portfolio outstanding ratio is estimated 4.7% and the lost loans to portfolio outstanding ratio is estimated 6.5% where the previous year results were 73.5%, 9.33%, 8.03%, 4.08% and 5.1% respectively. During this year is observed an increase of doubtful and lost loans trend (see Table. 8). Table. 8. Non-performing loans trend during 2012
Source: Albanian Association of Banks
The matter is: If the ethical issues observed in our research influence loan repayment schedule (performance), so the credit rating under national unified standard?
For this purpose is analysed (with SPSS -16 version) the relation that exists between top three ethical issues (derived from the research statistics) such as independent variables:
1. Customers do not have information regarding the loan appraisal process (X1); 2. Bankers aren't comprehensive even when explain as they use technical terms (X2); 3. The personal bankers/account managers influence customer's loan product selection (X3). and the 250 loans credit rating (dependent variable-Y) by using the contamination rule in the due days criteria as requested in the national unified standard. The stepwise regression analysis results showed that exist a good relation (see Table. 9) between credit rating (dependent variable-Y) and bankers influence on the customer's loan product selection (independent variable-X3). 
Source : Stepwise Regression Analysis
Also the ANOVA test confirms the a/m regression goodness at 95% confidence level (see Table. 10). 
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Due to the logical collinearity, the variables (X1) and (X2) are excluded from the model as per Table. 11 result's. 
Source: Stepwise Regression Analysis
The stepwise regression analysis gives same results at 95% confidence level under different coefficients when additional ethical issues derived from the research were used. It can be confirmed that, the ethical issues in loan appraisal and proposal process directly impact (in our case negatively) the credit rating (with the increase of unethical actions in the lending process level's credit rating deteriorates).
Discussion, Limitations and Conclusion
Despite, this study has several limitations related to the research and analysis which may be addressed to further studies, such as: specialized research instrument, country banking characteristics as well as other factors not captured….. should be highlighted the importance of indications given to the Albanian banking system above the influence of the ethical issues in credit rating under the national unified standard (NUS). As a consequence, they don't imply only obstacles for loan repayment and credit deterioration but also increase the credit provisioning in both standards (NUS and IFRS) by transmitting troubles in the banking profit &loss statement's, capital adequacy and ultimately threaten the lending process. Hence, the ethical issues of lending activity and its performance should be accurately analyzed and kept under control through the review of credit risk management strategy aiming a better management by avoiding additional troubles in the Albanian banking system… More than ever, under these circumstances the a/m system should resize the entire lending process under an alternative approach, the ethical one, in accordance with customer care, lending evolution prospective and its strategic goals.
Concretely, the banks should be opened and more flexible while: approaching credit applications by charging lower costs; rapidly concluding the loan proposals; correctly estimating the project revenues; providing grace period and credit limits in the requested currencies; offering tailored pricings in respect of credit purposes, establishing ethical investing strategies, etc and adapting to the business exigencies in respect of a more solid commercial relationship for a better future….. This can be understood as transparency, responsibility, faith, opportunity, cooperation and advocacy to the next.
Obviously that, pursuing a more ethical approach will require sacrifices under the current regulatory framework, specifically in: risk appetite; capital allocation; on behalf of the banking offer which will spontaneously push the banking competition in another level: less commercial and more aware toward important values such as: social responsibility, environment, ethics, etc even initially risking in order to provide gradual sustainable economic growth to the country and latter on prosperity in a wide range of population.
And all this leads to a restructuring of the whole albanian banking system, especially placing forward new challenges the existing banks by constituting solid standards on banking business doing. From the other side remains the regulator's responsibility the massive financial education, the providence of facilities in terms of financial and legal framework for the ethical lending by restoring the trust to the parties of interest.
